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Formative Assessment - I
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Name: ............................................................................................................Class : ................... Sec. : ................... R.No. : .................

A. Answer the following questions.

(5x2=10M)

1. Have you ever met the little maiden?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. What made the red rose felt ashamed?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
3. How does the face of little maiden look like?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
4. Why did the red rose feel pride of its beauty?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

"

5. What did the cactus advise the red rose?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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B. Tick (

) the right answer.

(2x1=2M)

1.Which plant said to the red rose,”In this garden, there are many beautiful flowers.” ?
(a) Sunflower

(b) Cactus

(c) Water lily

2.In which plant did sparrows stuck their beaks and had water ?
(a) Red rose

(b) Cactus

(c) Sun Flower

C. Who said these statements and to whom?

(3x1=3M)

1.”Look at this ugly plant full of thorns ! “
2. “Don't be so sad ,we cannot have everything.”
3. “Yes, but the cactus does not like to see any birds be in pain.”
D. Find out words from the story that means the opposite of these words.
(5x1=5M)
1.Praising ________________

2.Cool

________________

3.Ugly

________________

4.Proud ________________

5.Happy

_________________

E. Identify whether the following sentences are simple/ Interrogative/Imperative/
Exclamatory and write in the given space.

(5x1=5M)

1.What a poor boy ! ________________
2.How long the route is ! ________________
3.Some children are very naughty ________________
4.Chetan writes a story. ________________
5.Mahi likes mangoes. ________________
FFF
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Name: ............................................................................................................Class : ................... Sec. : ................... R.No. : .................

A. Answer the following questions.

(6x2=12M)

1. Why was the grapevine fixed to the bell ?
Ans.________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
2. Why were Abhishek, Vishnu and udit jealous of Deepak earlier ?
Ans.________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
3. What did the judges decide? Was the decision in the favour of horse ?
Ans.________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
4. Why did Deepak not go to school till the age of 5 years ?
Ans.________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
5. Where is Atri ? What is the purpose of bell of Atri ?
Ans.________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

"

6. How much money did Naveen earn a day?
Ans.________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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B. Tick (

) the right answer.

(3x1=3M)

1.Who did not belong to well-off family ?
(a) Udit

(b) Deepak

(c) Vishnu

2.Where did judges listen the complaints of people ?
(a) Market place

(b) Panchayat

(c) Village

3.Where did Sarika work ?
(a) Toy shop

(b) Factory

(c) Grocer’s Shop

C. Write ‘T’ for true statements and ‘F’ for false statements.

(4x1=4M)

1.Judges Saw a Donkey pulling the grapevine.
2.Abhishek, Vishnu and Udit were Deepak’s good friends.
3.Atri is the big town in Italy.
4.Deepak got enrolled in a government school.
1

D. Write the comparative and superlative degrees of the following
Positive

Comparative

(4x2 =2M)

Superlative

1.

Good

________________

________________

2.

Hot

________________

________________

3.

Short

________________

________________

4.

Dear

________________

________________

E. Fill in the blanks with the help of the words given in the box

(4x1=4M)

Complain, served, Judges, Atri
1.________________ is the small town in Italy.
2.People Who wanted to ________________ rang the bell.
3.The ________________ were the old and wise men of the town.
4.The horse had ________________ his master well for years.
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Syllabus :
Text Book : 6
and 7 Lessons
Page no :
41 to 58 Pages
[Time :1 Hour]

Formative Assessment - III
Vikram English Reader Class : 3

25
[Max. Marks : 25]

Name: ............................................................................................................Class : ................... Sec. : ................... R.No. : .................

A. Answer the following questions.

(5x2=10M)

1. What did the second angel say ?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. How do trees purify the air ?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
3. Where did the shepherd boys take their cows to graze ?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
4. Why did Vanshika say that she didn't like trees ?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

"

5. Who took the judgement seat away ?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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B. Fill in the blanks.

(5x1=5M)

1.Vikramaditya was well-know for his________________ .
2.Trees give________________ to people ,birds and animals.
3.________________had a beautiful garden around his house.
4. There was a ________________ land in the village.
4. Mr Kamal said trees are our real ________________ .
C. Tick (

) the right answer.

(3x1=3M)

1.Vikramaditya was king of which place ?
(a) Jaipur

(b) Ujjain

(c) Gujarat

(b) Birds

(c) Trees

2.Who are our real friends
(a) Animals

3.Was the king worthy to sit on the seat of king Vikramaditya?
(a) Yes

(b) No

(c) Don’t know

D. Match the following.

(4x1=4M)

1.

a wild

a. message

2.

a sun

b. mango

3.

an urgent

c. elephant

4.

a juicy

d. rises

D. Fill in the blanks with is/ are /am

(3x1=3M)

1. This dog ________________ mad.
2. The people ________________ out for their work.
3. I ________________ not popular in my school.
FFF
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Syllabus : Text
Book : 9 and 10
Lessons
Page no : 62
to 80 Pages
[Time :1 Hour]

Formative Assessment - IV
Vikram English Reader Class : 3

25
[Max. Marks : 25]

Name: ............................................................................................................Class : ................... Sec. : ................... R.No. : .................

A. Answer the following questions.

(5x2=10M)

1. How did the city council people help Tapu?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. How is milk helpful to Children ?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
3. Why did Tapu like living at the school?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
4. Name all the people who pulled the cow.?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

"

5. From where did Nikunj get the egg?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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B. Tick (

) the right answer.

(5x1=5M)

1.Who made the cow move from the road ?
(a) Little boy

(b) Milkman

(c) Painter

2.What did Tapu taste and like very much?
(a) Weeds

(b) Garbage

(c) Leaves

(b) Policeman

(c) Grocer

3.Who hit the mother cow?
(a) Milkman

4.Where did Nikunj roll down the egg ?
(a) Home

(b) School

(c) Park

5.Whose muscles were gleaming in the sun?
(a) Milkman

(b) Wrestler

(c) Ice cream man

C. Fill in the blanks.

(4x1=4M)

1.Force and ______________ usually fail in front of ______________ and love .
2.The painter’s clothes were ______________ with yellow, pink and green colour.
3. Tapu was the ______________ dinosaur in the world.
4. The egg hatched and a ______________ came out.
D. Who said these statements and to whom ?

(2x1=2M)

1.”Your name is Tapu.”
2. “White on grey does not look good.”
1

E. Complete the words with the help of Letters given in the box below ? (6x2 =3M)
in,

ill, itch, star, bled, row

1.doz ________ g

4. ________ve

2.sp ________ ing

5. nib ________

3.tw________ed

6. g ________ ing
1

F. Fill in the blanks with the helping verbs of simple past and future tense. (2x 2=1M)
1. The dog ________ mad.
2.These boys ________ in the fair yesterday.
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Syllabus :
Text Book : 1 to 5
Lessons
Page no :
7 to 40 Pages

Summative Assessment - I

[Time : 2 ½ Hours]

Vikram English Reader Class : 3

50
[Max. Marks : 50]

Name: ............................................................................................................Class : ................... Sec. : ................... R.No. : .................

A. Answer the following questions.

(4x2=8M)

1. Who were the judges and what did they do when the bell was rung in the market ?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. Why did the red rose look angrily at the pine tree ?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
3. What is the name of the little maiden described in the poem ?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
4. Why did Deepak’s application form for admission rejected ?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
B. Fill in the blanks with appropriate words from the poem.

(2x2=4M)

1. What is this ________________ , full of ________________ ,

"

We have no ________________ to stand and ________________ .
2. No time to see, when ________________ we pass,
Where squirrels hide their ________________ in grass.
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C. Tick (

) the right answer.

(5x1=5M)

1.All the students started to know Deepak for ?
(a) He was good only at playing.
(b) He was good only at singing.
(c) He was good not only at studies but also at all other activities.
2.In which plant did sparrows stuck their beaks and had water?
(a) Red rose

(b) Cactus

(c) Sun flower

3.What was fixed to the bell when the rope was broken out?
(a) Branches of tree

(b) Cotton Threads

(c) Grapevine

4.In Which one of these flowers was proud of its beauty?
(a) Lotus

(b) Sun flower

(c) Red rose

5.Who told the teacher about the loathsome act done by Abhishek, Vishnu and Udit?
(a) Deepak

(b) Pankaj

(c) Manish

D. The pairs of words are pronounced in the same way although they are
different words. Fill in the blanks using the words.
1. A _______________ is held in our village every summer.

(5x1=5M)
(fare / fair)

2.Can you Solve this _______________ ?

(some/sum)

3.How much does this pumpkin _______________ ?

(weigh/way)

4.We _______________ lots of ice-creams and chocolates.

(eight/ate)

5.The drivers dived at once in the _______________ .

(sea/see)
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E. Write the comparative and superlative degrees of the following.

"

Positive

Comparative

Superlative

(5x1=5M)

1.

Fat

_______________

_______________

2.

Cheap

_______________

_______________

3.

Young

_______________

_______________

4.

Good

_______________

_______________

5.

Hot

_______________

_______________

F. Fill in the blanks.

(5x1=5M)

1.In order to _______________ her family income, Sarika also began to work.
2.The red rose heard its _______________ from pine tree.
3. Nothing in this world has been created without a _______________ .
4. The horse had _______________ his master well for years.
5. The _______________ were the old and wise men of the town.

"

G. Write ‘T’ for true statements and ‘F’ for false statements.

(3x1=3M)

1.Deepak was an intelligent and honest student.
2.Many people rang the bell and many wicked people were punished .
3.Deepak belonged to well of family.
H. Now fill in the blanks with the correct personal pronouns given in the
brackets.

(2x1=2M)

1. _____________ (I/We) are the students of class third and driving a campaign

"

of planting plants in _____________ (my/our) neighbourhood areas
2.Suman has _____________ (his/her) own flat in Delhi but _______________
(he/she) lives in a another flat.
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I. Match the following.

(4x1=4M)

1. I’m tired.

[

]

a. Let’s eat lunch.

2. I am hungry.

[

]

b. Let’s sit under this tree for sometime

3. I am thirsty.

[

]

c. Let’s sleep together in the same room today

4. I have read a ghost [

]

d. Let’s enjoy an orange juice.

story and I 'am afraid.
J. Find out words form the story that means the opposite of these words.
(6x1=6M)
1. Proud _______________

2.Happy

_______________

3. Ugly

_______________

4.Praising _______________

5. Few

_______________

6.Cool

_______________

K. Identify whether the following sentences are simple / Interrogative /
Imperative / Exclamatory and write in the given space.

(3x1=3M)

1. Drink plenty water. _______________
2. Are you in third standard ? _______________
3. Alas ! He has lost his wallet. _______________

FFF
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Syllabus :
Text Book : 1 to 12
Lessons
Page no : 7
to 61 Pages

Summative Assessment - II

[Time : 2 ½ Hours]

Vikram English Reader Class : 3

50
[Max. Marks : 50]

Name: ............................................................................................................Class : ................... Sec. : ................... R.No. : .................

A. Answer the following questions.

(10x2=20M)

1. How many Serving men does the poet keep? Name all of them.
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. What did the judges decide ? Was the decision in the favour of horse?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
3. What kind of voice has the little maiden?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
4. Why did the life of birds and plants become difficult in the forest?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

"

5. Was Deepak’s parents proud of their son? Why?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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6. What did the shepherd boy do after sitting on the mound?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
7. What things do we get from trees?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
8. Why does the poet give the six men rest?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
9. Where is Atri? What is the purpose of bell of Atri ?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
10. Why did the redrose feel pride of its beauty ?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
B. Tick (

) the right answer.

(4x1=4M)

1.Who didn’t like trees?
(a) Mr. Kamal

(b) Vanshika

(c) Gardener

2.Which news was spread in the village ?
(a) A foolish shepherd delivers judgements.
(b) An intelligent shepherd delivers judgements.
(c) A lazy shepherd delivers judgements.

VIKRAM ENGLISH READER
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3.Why judges got surprised ?
(a) They saw a horse pulling the grapevine.
(b) They saw one of the judges was pulling the hell.
(c) They saw a boy was pulling the bell.
4.Who told the teacher about the loathsome act done by Abhishek, Vishnu and Udit?

"

(a) Deepak

(b) Pankaj

(c) Manish

C. Fill in the blanks.

(6x1=6M)

1. We breathe in ________ and give out _______ .
2. Once a strong storm ________ down a tree in the garden.
3. “No, I am not ________,” said the king.
4. The judgement was just and well ________ by the concerned disputants.
5. Naveen was a ________.
6. Deepak had a few ________ in the class.
D. Fill in the blanks with the correct personal pronouns given in brackets.
(2x1=2M)

"

1. Ramesh has many friends. _______ (them/they) are very good and often help
_______ (them/him) in need.
2. _____ (I/my) have brought a chair but didn’t notice that one of _____ (its/her)
arm is broken.
(6x 12 =3M)

"

E. Match the following.
1. Sun

a. Man.

2. Black

b. Cutter.

3. Watch

c. Paper.

4. News

d. Board

5. Wood

e. Cut

6. Hair

f. Rise
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(6x12=3M)

F. Fill in the blanks with action words. Take help from the box
Playing, flying, riding, drinking ,Cooking ,Swimming
1.Sachin is ________ the kite.
2.Sam is ________ milk.
3.My mother is ________ food in the kitchen.
4.Sarvesh is ________ in the pool.
5.Rajini is ________ with her doll.
6.The boy is ________ the horse.

(6x12 =3M)

G. Complete these words with ee (or) ea.
1.Sp ____ ____ k

2.Sh ____ ____ p

3.R ____ ____ ding

4.N ____ ____ t

5.P ____ ____ p

6.B ____ ____ d

H. Fill in the blanks with is/ are / am.

(5x1=5M)

1. ______________ the children in the park?
2.The joker ______________ funny.
3.The train ______________ not very fast.
4.The lion and other animals ______________ in their cages.
5.Medha ______________ in the kitchen.
I. Some words can have more than one meaning. Read the following
sentences. Carefully and write the words in the space provided.

(4x1=4M)

1. A sort of book where photographs are kept ; a collection of songs on a CD
______________ .
2.The first season of the year when new leaves and flowers grow; water that
gushes out from the Earth ______________ .
3.Main stem of a tree ; large box with lid for storing things ______________ .
4.A space for playing some games like tennis; a building or room where a judge
hears cases that are argued by lawyers ______________ .
VIKRAM ENGLISH READER
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Syllabus :
Text Book 1 and 8
Lessons
Page no : 7
to 90 Pages

Summative Assessment - III

[Time : 2 ½ Hours]

Vikram English Reader Class : 3

50
[Max. Marks : 50]

Name: ............................................................................................................Class : ................... Sec. : ................... R.No. : .................

A. Answer the following questions.

(10 x 2 = 20M)

1. What are the basic rights of children?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. What happened to school play ground?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
3. Why does the poet call the world beautiful?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
4. Why did the boy say that it was not such a difficult problem?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
5. Why does the poet give the six men food to eat?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
6. Why did Mr.kamal say that trees are our real friends?
Ans._______________________________________________________________

"

_______________________________________________________________
7. Why did the first angel ask the king not to sit on the seat?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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8. Why was the grapevine fixed to the bell?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
9. Was Deepak’s parents proud of their son? why?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
10. What did the cactus advise the red rose?
Ans._______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
B. Tick (

) the right answer.

(7x1=7M)

1.Was the king worthy to sit on the seat of king Vikramaditya .
(a) Yes

(b) No

(c) Don’t know

2.Who did not belong to well-off family.
(a) Udit

(b) Deepak

(c) Vishnu

3.Which plants are used for making bags, ropes, carpets. and pillows ?
(a) Rose and jasmine plants.

(b) Cotton and jute plants.

(c) Wheat and maize plants.
4.How did Tapu make the city clean?
(a) By eating all the garbage of city
(b) By carrying all the garbage to another city.
(c) By sweeping all the garbage to the garbage dump.
5.Who made the cow move from the road ?
(a) Little boy

(b) Milkman

(c) Painter

6. Who was well-know for his justice ?
(a) Vikramaditya

(b) Shepherd boy

(c) King

7. All the students started to know Deepak for ?
(a) He was good only at playing.
(b) He was good only at singing.
(c) He was good not only at studies but also at all other activities.
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C. Fill in the blanks.

(6x1 =6M)

1. The policeman and the milkman pulled, ________ and prayed to the cow.
2. Rippan’s first office was his ________________ at his home .
3. Tapu , the baby dinosaur, lived in the ________________ .
4. Once a strong storm ________________ down a tree in the garden.

"

5. Naveen was ________________.
6. ________________ is the small town in Italy.
D. Who did these statements and to whom ?

(3x1=3M)

1. “ I have the strength of ten horses, so this should be fun.”
____________________________________________________________
2. “Now we have our own dinosaur. He can live at the school.”
___________________________________________________________
3. “I don’t like tress.”
___________________________________________________________

"

E. Choose the correct Letters given within the brackets and complete the
acronyms given below.

(4x1=4M)

1. Association of South East Asian Nations
AS____AN

(E/Q)

2. Postal Index Number
PI____

(N/M)

3. North Atlantic Treaty Organization.

"

NA____O

(T/W)

4. United Nation International children’s Emergency Fund
UNICE____
VIKRAM ENGLISH READER
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F. We use the words who what , where, which to ask questions. Complete the
following Sentences by using these words.

(4x1=4M)

1. _______________ are you going ?
2. _______________ did you have for your lunch today ?
3. _______________ is your favorite fruit ?
4. _______________ is your favorite teacher.?

G. Fill in the blanks with the helping verbs of Simple past and future tense.

(4x 12 =2M)

1. Madhu _______________ a good teacher in future.
2. _______________ the joker funny?
3. My brother _______________ a doctor ?
4. I _______________ theme at this time tomorrow.
H. Now rewrite these sentences using short forms.

(4x1=4M)

1. We are planning for the picnic.
_____________________________________________________________
2. You are not my friend.
___________________________________________________________
3. I am always punctual.
___________________________________________________________
4. You will not go for the movie.
___________________________________________________________

FFF
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